IDEKO, S.COOP WE NEED RESEARCHER FOR THE SYNTHESIS OF THERMOPLASTIC POLYMER

**Company Description**

**THINGS TO DO:** Development of thermoplastic synthesis processes according to defined specifications and requirements. - Development of the manufacturing process of thermoplastic composites.

**REQUEST:** Training: Master in Chemistry or Polymers knowledge of composites. Languages: - High level of English. Other requirements: - Availability of travel from time to time. - An initiative-driven, dynamic and decisive person with the ability to interact and work as a team is required.

**OFFERED:** Joining a highly qualified team. - One-year contract that can be extended by value and with the option of a doctoral thesis. - Professional development focused on innovative environment and technology industry.

**PERIOD:** Those interested can submit a resume on behalf of Sardinian Oaks (haritz.sardon@ehu.es) before February 15, 2020.

**Main functions, requisites & benefits**

**Main functions**

THINGS TO DO: - Development of thermoplastic synthesis processes according to defined specifications and requirements. - Development of the manufacturing process of thermoplastic composites. REQUEST: Training: Master in Chemistry or Polymers knowledge of composites. Languages: - High level of English. Other requirements: - Availability of travel from time to time. - An initiative-driven, dynamic and decisive person with the ability to interact and work as a team is required. OFFERED: - Joining a highly qualified team. - One-year contract that can be extended by value and with the option of a doctoral thesis. - Professional development focused on innovative environment and technology industry. PERIOD: Those interested can submit a resume on behalf of Sardinian Oaks (haritz.sardon@ehu.es) before February 15, 2020.

**Requisites**

THINGS TO DO: - Development of thermoplastic synthesis processes according to defined specifications and requirements. - Development of the manufacturing process of thermoplastic composites. REQUEST: Training: Master in Chemistry or Polymers knowledge of composites. Languages: - High level of English. Other requirements: - Availability of travel from time to time. - An initiative-driven, dynamic and decisive person with the ability to interact and work as a team is required. OFFERED: - Joining a highly qualified team. - One-year contract that can be extended by value and with the option of a doctoral thesis. - Professional development focused on innovative environment and technology industry. PERIOD: Those interested can submit a resume on behalf of Sardinian Oaks (haritz.sardon@ehu.es) before February 15, 2020.

**Benefits**

THINGS TO DO: - Development of thermoplastic synthesis processes according to defined specifications and requirements. - Development of the manufacturing process of thermoplastic composites. REQUEST: Training: Master in Chemistry or Polymers knowledge of composites. Languages: - High level of English. Other requirements: - Availability of travel from time to time. - An initiative-driven, dynamic and decisive person with the ability to interact and work as a team is required. OFFERED: - Joining a highly qualified team. - One-year contract that can be extended by value and with the option of a doctoral thesis. - Professional development focused on innovative environment and technology industry. PERIOD: Those interested can submit a resume on behalf of Sardinian Oaks (haritz.sardon@ehu.es) before February 15, 2020.